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ABSTRACT
This paper is devoted to an investigation of 
collections of functions that satisfy a condition 
similar to the hypothesis of Morera's theorem. We start 
with a function g that is continuous on the closed unit 
disk, and of hounded variation on each simple closed 
rectifiable curve C contained in the open unit disk U.
We denote by A(g), the collection of all complex-valued
simple closed rectifiable curve C contained in U. A(g) , 
with the usual pointwise addition and scalar multiplication 
of functions, is a Banach space under supremum norm. One 
of our main concerns is the study of conditions under which 
A(g) is closed under pointwise multiplication,and hence 
becomes a Banach algebra.
In Chapter I, we impose conditions such that A(g) 
becomes an algebra. In three cases, A(g) is then identified 
with an algebra of analytic functions. These conditions 
are, respectively, that A(g) contain a nonconstant analytic 
function, that g be one-to-one and that g-  ̂ be of bounded 
variation on simple closed rectifiable curves, and that 
A(g) contain such a function. In the fourth case considered, 
A(g) can be identified with all complex-valued continuous 
functions on an arc.
In Chapter II, we develop some of the general theory




of A(g). We begin by characterizing continuous functions 
that are of bounded variation on all simple closed 
rectifiable curves in a closed disk, as being those 
functions that satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition on 
that disk. We next prove that it suffices to consider 
the line integration around triangles rather than around 
arbitrary simple closed rectifiable curves. We then show 
that if A(g) is an algebra locally except for points in 
a given set then ^ is a perfect set. Another theorem 
is that f is in A(g) if, and only if, f is the g-derivative 
of another function,say F. The g-derivative is defined 
by analogy with the usual derivative. We also get that 
F is in A(g) locally.
Let H be analytic on U, and H ' '(0) / 0. Then A(g) 
is an algebra if, and only if, H(f) is in A(g) whenever f 
is in A(g) and has norm less than one. The last theorem 
in Chapter II says that fh is in A(g) whenever f and h 
are in A(g) and h is Lipschitzian on each compact subset 
of U. The functions with this latter property then form 
an algebra, and this algebra is sometimes dense in A(g).
An example is given to show that it is not always dense.
In Chapter III we first prove that if g is one-to-one 
in a neighborhood, then f can be represented by the formula
The proof makes use of theorems on boundary values of 
analytic functions, and is somewhat more involved than
for Zq inside of C
proofs in Chapter I , where g-"*" is assumed to be of bounded 
variation on simple closed rectifiable curves.
Having this representation, we prove that f can be 
represented locally by a power series in g - s (zq)i ancl 
that A(g) is locally an algebra.
Also in Chapter III, we impose the condition that g 
be locally one-to-one except at a set that is discrete in 
D. This is a property that nonconstant analytic functions 
possess, and it turns out that the algebra A(g) can be 
identified with an analytic function algebra in this case.
vii
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall he concerned with collections 
of complex-valued functions on the closure of the open unit 
disk U, which satisfy a condition similar to the hypothesis 
of Morera's theorem. Let g be a continuous function on IT 
that is of bounded variation on each simple closed recti­
fiable curve C contained in tT. We shall say that a function 
f which is continuous on tT, is in the collection A(g) if 
f fdg « 0 for each simple closed rectifiable curve C con-
Jc
tained in U. The integral used is the Stieltjes line
integral over the curve C. Since g is continuous and of
bounded variation on C, and since f is also continuous on
C, the integral exists and can be regarded as either a
norm-Stieltjes or sigma-StieltJes integral. With only very
slight modifications, the properties of Stieltjes integrals
used in this paper are discussed in C3]^.
For f in A(g) we let the norm of f, denoted by ||f||,
be the supremum norm: |jf|| a sup { f(z)l). A(g) is a com-z e U
plex Banach space under this norm, with the usual pointwise 
addition of functions and multiplication by scalars. One 
of our main concerns will be the study of conditions which
Pairs of numbers in brackets refer to 
correspondingly numbered references in the Selected Bib­
liography and page numbers, respectively. A single number 
in a bracket refers to the correspondingly numbered refer­
ence in the Selected Bibliography.
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will ensure us that A(g) is an algebra under pointwise 
multiplication. Since fh = ^[(f + h)^ - (f - h)^] , it 
follows that A(g) will be an algebra if f is in A(g) 
whenever f is in A(g).
A(g) is never empty, and in fact, it will always
2contain the functions l,g,g ,*••• This follows from the
well-known fact that if A is an arc with endpoints and 
z2, then
Another well-known formula that we call upon is the 
integration by parts formula
In particular, if we are integrating over a simple closed 
rectifiable curve C, then
Hence, if h is a function that is of bounded variation on 
each simple closed rectifiable curve C contained in D, and 
g is in A(h), then h is in A(g). One special case of this 
fact that we shall use is the one in which g can be uniformly 
approximated on U by polynomials in h. Then h is in A(g).
Finally, we remark that if g(z) = z, then A(g) is 
simply the familiar algebra of functions that are continuous 
on IT and analytic on U, according to Morera's theorem.
fdg + gdf * f(z2)g(z2) - f(z1)g(z1).
CHAPTER I
We shall first consider some special cases of A(g)
in which A(g) is an algebra. We shall at the same time
he concerned with the nature of A(g) locally.
Throughout this chapter and in those to follow, U 
will denote the open unit disk in the complex plane. For 
any compact set K in the complex plane, C(K) will denote 
the algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions on 
K. A curve C will always be assumed to be a simple closed 
rectifiable curve.
Definition 1.1. Let D be the inside of a circle in 
the complex plane. Let g be a function in C(^) that is of 
bounded variation on each curve C contained in D. We denote 
Ly A(g;D), the collection of all functions in C(U) such
that f fdg = 0 for each curve C contained in D.
JC
We remark that A(g;D) is always a Banach space under 
supremum norm, and contains the linear space spanning the 
functions l,g,g , * * * , just as A(g) has these properties.
Also, we have that A(g) is the same as A(g;U). For the 
special case in which g(z) = z, we write A(z) instead of 
A(g), and A(z;D) instead of A(g;D). The purpose of 
introducing the notation A(g;D) is to facilitate the 
study of A(g) locally.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose g is not the constant function, 
h is in A(g;D), and that h is a nonconstant analytic function 
on D. Then A(g;D) = A(z;D).
3
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Proof. Since h is in A(g) , we have that [ hdg = 0
JC
for each curve C contained in D, By the integration hy
parts formula, f gdh = 0 for each curve C contained in D.
J C
Since h is analytic on D, it follows readily that
f g(z)h'(z)dz = 0 for each curve G contained in D. By 
JC
Morera's theorem, gh' is analytic on D, and therefore
g'(z) exists for all points in U except possibly those for
which h'(z) = 0. But h'(z) = 0 only at isolated points in
U, if at any points at all. We know that a function which
is continuous on an open set and analytic except possibly
at one point must actually be analytic at that point.
Applying this fact to neighborhoods of the zeros of h',we
get that g is analytic in U.
Let f be an arbitrary function in A(g). Then f fdg =
J0
0 for each curve C contained in D. Since g is a nonconstant 
analytic function on D, the argument used in the preceding 
paragraph can be applied, and we get that f is analytic on 
D. Thus A(g;D) is contained in A(ziD).
On the other hand, since g is analytic on D, then 
f zndg = f zng'(z)dz * 0 for n = 1,2 ,3 ,***, and for each
curve C contained in D. Thus we can conclude that each 
polynomial in z is in A(g;D). By a theorem due to Walsh 
(cf. [10;4-30]) , the polynomials are dense in A(z,D). Thus 
A(z,D) is contained in A(g;D).
Theorem 1.2. Suppose g is a homeomorphism on I), and 
that both g and g-  ̂are of bounded variation on the interiors 
of their respective domains. Then f is in A(g;D) if, and
only if, there is a function F that is analytic on g(D), 
and continuous on g(I5) , such that f(z) = F(g(z)) for each 
z in 5.
take simple closed rectifiable curves onto simple closed 
rectifiable curves, moreover, by the Brouwer invariance of 
domain theorem (cf.[6;953)» the interior of g(T)) is g(D).
It follows that curves C contained in U are taken by g 
into the interior of g(tl), and that the inverse function 
g”  ̂ takes curves contained in the interior of g(U), into
We now show that if K = g(C) and if f is a continuous 
function on C, then
the sign being taken as plus or minus depending on whether
K has the same or opposite orientation as does C. We shall
prove the result assuming that the orientations of K and C
are the same. The proof in the other case is essentially
the same. In the proof we use the sigma-Stieltjes definition
on the integral rather than the norm-Stieltjes definition.
n
Let e > 0 be given. There exists a partition (w, }
_ k=0m n
of K such that if {v 1 is a refinement of (w.) , then





Since g is an orientation perserving homeomorphism, there 
is one ^  in C such that = g(^ k ), k = 1,2,•••,n, and
there is one ^ . in C such that v. = g( *7 .) , d = l,***,m. ̂J J u 0
Moreover, {  ̂k)n and are partitions of C, and
k=0 J 0=0
{"7 -}m is a refinement of { ^ ,}n
J-0 k=0
Also, there exists a partition (xv)^ of C such that
k=0
if is a refinement of {x, , then
0=0 k=0
L fdg - ^ T f ŷd ^ s ŷd̂  ” s^yd-i^ d=i
Consider the refinement of (xv}n consisting of these
K k=0
points, together with the points tfv}n • Denote this
K k=0
refinement by {y.)r , and let v. = g(y,), d = 0 ,**”,r.
J 0=0 0 0
Then {v.}r is a refinement of (w. }n , and
d d=o k=0
L -JLfdg
f(g"1(w)dw - ^  f(g_1(Vj))[Vj -
d-i
2  f(yj)Cg(yj) - g(y
d=o
fdg < | + | = E.
We conclude that equation (1.1) holds.
Let f be an arbitrary function in A(g;D). Since
each curve K contained in g(D) is the image under g of a 
curve C in U, we get that
on g(D), and certainly F is continuous on g(15). But f(z) 
F(g(z)), and so the functions in A(g;D) have the desired 
representation.
On the other hand, Walsh's theorem (cf. [10;4j50]) 
gives us that each such function is the uniform limit of 
polynomials in g, and hence is in A(g;D).
Theorem 1.3. Suppose h is in A(g;D), h is a
—1homeomorphism on E, and that both h and h are of bounded 
variation on curves in the interiors of their respective 
domains. Then A(g;D) = A(h;D).
Proof. Since h is in A(g;D), then ( hdg = 0 for
each curve C contained in D. By the integration by parts
g is in A(h;D). By Theorem 1.2, there is a function G 
that is continuous on 15, and analytic on D, such that 
g(z) - G(h(z)) for each z in 15.
Let f be an arbitrary function in A(g;D). Then 
/ f(z)dG(h(z)) =0 for each curve C contained in D. By 
equation (1.1),
Let F(w) = f(g-1(w)). By Morera's theorem, F is analytic
formula, / gdh « 0 for each 
J C
curve C contained in D. Thus
f(h“1(w))dG(w) = f(z)dG(h(z)) = 0
8
for each curve C contained in D. K, as before, is g(C).
and get that F is analytic on h(D). Since w = h(z), then 
f(z) = F(h(z)) for z in 15. Hence by Theorem 1.2, A(g;D) 
is contained in A(h;L).
Now let f be an arbitrary function in A(h;D). There 
exists a function F that is continuous on h(D), and analytic 
on h(D), such that f(z) = F(h(z)) for all z in 15. Therefore, 
for each curve C contained in D,
In the last of these integrals, we see that the integrand
can be uniformly approximated on 15 by polynomials in h.
Hence the integral is zero, and f is in A(g;D).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
We now turn our attention to a special case of a
somewhat different nature. In the three theorems just
considered, we saw that A(g;D) was an analytic function
algebra on an appropriate domain. In Theorem 1.4, A(g;D)
will be an algebra of continuous functions on an arc.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that g is real-valued and that
for each z in D, the set g”^(g(z) )f~s\ 15 is a rectifiable
arc. Suppose also that the restriction of g to each
straight line segment in 15 parallel to the X-axis (Y-axis)
is one-to-one. Then A(g;D) is the uniform closure of
2the linear space spanning l»g,g »***> and can be
Let F(w) = f(h-1(w)) for w in h(U). We apply Theorem 1.1 
to circular neighborhoods in h(D), the interior of h(15) ,
fdg = F(h(z))dG(h(z)) = F(h(z))G'(h(z))dh(z).
identified with C(/\), where Z\ is the diameter of D that 
is parallel to the X-axis (Y-axis).
Proof. We shall prove the theorem for the case in 
which the restriction of g to each straight line segment 
in I) parallel to the X-axis is one-to-one. The proof in 
the other case is wholly analogous.
2We know that the functions l,g,g »***, are in A(g;D), 
as well as the uniform closure of the linear space spanning 
them. We therefore consider the reverse containment.
Let Zq = Xq + iy^ be the center of 15* and let y^ be 
a number such that the line y = y^ intersects D. For fixed 
x, let a(x) be the abscissa of the point that is the inter­
section of the line y = y^ with the graph of g « g(x*yQ). 
Let C be the simple closed rectifiable curve
C 1^ C 2 ^ C 3 ^ C 4 ’ w h e r e
01 = C(x,y0) : xQ 1 x < x ^ ,
- {(*,y) : gvx,y) = g(xx »yQ ) and yQlyiy-^,
C. {(a(x),y1) : xQ <, x 1 x ^
and = { x,y) : g'x,y) = g(x0 ,yQ ) and yQ ( y ( yx)
Figure 1
10




f 1 f 0J f (x ,y0)dg(x,y0) + J f(a (x) ,yx)dg( a (x) ,yx) *
X q  X 1
0, due to the fact that g is constant on and C^. This 
last equation is the same as
f 'x0
[f(x,y0) - f(a (x),y1)] dg(x,yQ) = 0.
Since Xq and x-̂  are arbitrary points on the part of the 
line y = y^ that lies in D, since g is strictly monotone 
on this line, and since the integrand is continuous, we 
conclude that the integrand is identically zero.
Thus
f(x,y0) = f( a (x) ,yi; for (x,y0) and ( a (xj jy^ in D.
That is, each f in A(g;D) is constant on the sets on which 
g is constant, and moreover f can be identified with its 
restriction to A .
Since g|Z\> the restriction of g to A  , is one-to-one, 
it follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that the 
complex linear space spanning the collection of functions 
1 dense in C(A). Thus f|A can be uniformly
approximated by polynomials in g|zA• This implies that f 
can be uniformly approximated on 15 by polynomials in g.
The theorem now follows.
We remark that as an example of Theorem 1.4, we can
11
let g(z) = x, where x is the real part of z, and let D =
U. We get that A(g) in this case is identified with 
GCC —1 * +1]). The fact that the continuous function algebra 
C([-lt + 1]) and the analytic function algebra A(z) are 
both examples of A(g), indicates that for various functions 
g, the corresponding collections A(g) can have a wide 
assortment of distinguishing algebraic properties.
The theorems given in this chapter have been of a 
local nature. The question arises as to whether or not 
A(g) is an algebra if A(g;D) is an algebra for sufficiently 
many neighborhoods D contained in U. This will be one of 
the topics considered in the next chapter.
CHAPTER II
In this chapter we shall develop some of the general 
theory concerning A(g). We begin by giving a characterization 
of the functions g for which we consider A(g). This 
characterization will play an important role in the results 
to follow.
Theorem 2.1. Let D be the inside of a circle. If g 
is continuous on I), then a necessary and sufficient condition 
that g be of bounded variation on each simple closed 
rectifiable curve in D, is that g satisfy a uniform 
Lipschitz condition on U. That is, that there exist a
K ) 0 such that for arbitrary z and z1 in D, then
jg( z) - g( z* )| <. K |z - z'| .
Proof. That the condition is sufficient is immediately 
clear. Suppose the condition is not necessary. Then for 
each positive integer n there exists points zQ and z'n in 
13 for which
(2.1) |g(zn) - g(z'n)| > n|zn - z'J.
We note at this time that if {n.}00 is a subsequence of
the sequence of positive integers, and if = z and
^  = Zn . ’ then
l^V  - s(VI > J i5j -




z } . There exists
u " n n=l
a subsequence {^j) °° of (z„) 00 that converges to zn.
J j=l n n=l u< 1 1 COLet zA be an arbitrary cluster point of i.5 . > . Then
0 J 0=0IZq = Zq ; for if not, then there exists subsequences
{t, } 00 and ( O  *■ of (5’, } ^  and {? .} 00 , respectively,
K k=l * k=l 0 o=0 J o=l
• 1 , *
such that lim = Zq , lim tk = Zq , and ~ ^
1 Ik tfc - . It is easy to see that this contradicts the
continuity of g.
Thus, in view of the note already made, we can assume
without loss of generality that the sequences {z } 00 and
n n=l
{zA°° each have limit zA , for some z~ in T). We can also n -1 o on=l
assume for each n = 1,2,3,*’*, that
zn “ z0 ( — Ti and2n'
 t a z_ - zA \ — ■* .o„3 n 0 ~ 3<
1
2n'
We now observe for each n = l,2,3 i***» that there
t •
exists open sets and Wq containing zn and zq respectively,
-=> 'such that if F is in Ww and F” is in W„,in n j n n ’
then
I
8( ? n) - s ( ? n> > n | ? a - ? n
This fact follows easily from the continuity of g. It
therefore follows that we can assume for each n = 1,2 ,3 ,***,
t
that the points zQ , Zq , and zQ are not on the same straight 
line.
Again by taking subsequences if necessary, we can
assume that the straight line segment zQzn lies inside a 
a circular neighborhood Nq centered at Zq , whose closure
14
IT misses the straight line segment zn_i zn-l* for 
2 ^  • • •n
For each n = 1,2,3,-
such that kn |zn - zJ i -̂ 5
zn - zAl < ^5 ’ theD
2 I 
n |zn
1 - n2 I z - z' > 1J n n




z - z' n n > 1 - n z - z'I n n
Therefore. 1 > n k z„ - z' y — n I n n > 1 - i
and lim n k.
n -> 00
From this we conclude that
z - z' = 1.n n oo
oo
that Z nk„ \z„ - z' n I n n
2n=l z_ - zn < , but
oo
n»l
Since the straight line segment zn z^ lies in the 
open set , we can find points z_ . p « l,'**,k ,n d+jl Qyp u
on the line through zn perpendicular to zn z^ , and points
—
n»p such that the line segment zn,p n,p
is parallel to "zn , contained in - ^ +]_> and such 





We now let A be the arc obtained by connecting the
line segments z zr as shown in Figure 2. A will be 3 n,p n,p
rectifiable; in fact, of length less than
OO Oo oo
2  kn k  - z k \  * 2 2  ?  + 2  f? •
n=l n-1 11 n=l n
This is seen as follows:
The sum of the lengths of the line segment z„ _ z_ _ po 11 > P 11 1 P
is equal to zn - z^|. The sum of the lengths of
n^L
the line segments connecting the kQ line segments zQ zn p
oo * *
for a fixed n, is less than }  -tf . The sum of the lengths
n-1 n
of the connecting line segments that are directed toward
the origin is less than ^  -ir; and, finally, the sum of
n-1 n
the connecting arcs that are on the boundaries of the
oo
f co 2kneighborhoods IN j , is less than > .
n=l nn= 1
However, the variation of g over A is unbounded. It 
is at least as large as the sum of the variations of g 
over the line segments zn p p ’ p = and n “
1,2,3**•• » and the variation of g over each of these is
7 ̂n,p n,pat least as large as |g(z_ _) - g( z' ) ni n,p n ,p i
Thus the variation of g over A is at least as large as 
oo
2k=lnk U  - z' =oo. n I n n l
17
Since we have found a rectifiable arc A contained in
U over which the variation of g is unbounded, it follows
that there exists simple closed rectifiable curves in 15
for which the variation of g is unbounded. Thus we have a
contradiction, and the theorem is proved.
Theorem 2.2. A function f in C(U) is in A(g;D) if,
and only if, / fdg = 0 for each triangle T contained in
JT
D.
Proof. Certainly if f is in A(g;D), then / fdg - 0
T
for each triangle T contained in D. We now show that the 
converse is true.
Let C be a curve in D. There is a closed disk E 
contained in D, and containing C in its interior. By 
Theorem 2.1, there is a K > 0 such that for z and z' in
E, we have g(z) - g(z') < K z - z'
Let e > 0 be given. There exists a partition (fu.)k=0
of C such that if (t,}m is a refinement of {5>t)n , with
d-o k-0
tj being any point in the arc from to tj on C , then
L
m
fdg - ^  Cg(tj) -
d-1
Since f is uniformly continuous on 5, then there 
exists a £ ) 0 such that whenever z and z' are in 15, and 
z - z'j < £ , then
f(z)- f(z')| < j g ,
where |c| is the length of curve C.
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For two arbitrary points z and z' in the plane we let
zz' denote the straight line segment joining z and z'.
Since C is a simple closed curve, then there exists a
refinement {t,)m of (fv}n such that 
 ̂ 0=0 * k=0
m
c< - u .
is a simple closed polygonal curve and It. , - t.l < % ,I J * ^ J I
for j = l»2,***,m. This is proved as follows;
We know that C is locally connected. We can therefore
pick circular neighborhoods N^,***,Nn , centered respectively
at the points such that their closures
are disjoint, and such that each set C is an arc
with the endpoints of being the only points of C on the
boundary of Let andf be the endpoints of ,
selected such that the points and £ V  have positive
orientation with respect to C.
For each i = l,***,n, let be the arc along G from
^i-1 ^i'* s*nce these arcs are disjoint, then there
exists disjoint open sets {W. }n such that C.' C  W. ,
1 i=l 1 1
i = l,***,n. Using one of the characterizations of 
connected sets, we get that one can cover C| with a finite 
chain of open circular neighborhoods, each of diameter less 
than 5 i and each contained in W^.
We select one point from each nonempty intersection 
of chain elements. The points thus obtained, together 
with the points , i = 1,2, ■••,n, form the
refinement.
19
We now finish the proof of the theorem.
C m ̂








i  i fdg =j fdg = 0 , since I tie - o 
3-1 °*
for each triangle T contained in D.
l £
m
Therefore V iS\ < § ♦  2
0=1
| [f - f(tj)]dg
td-itd
n
1 | + sup __( |f(t) - |tj - tj_1
* £ td-ltd
^ I + n c r r  K • 2
d - i
tj - < e.
The theorem follows.
Theorem 2.3. Let Q be the set of points in U, each of 
which is contained in no circular neighborhood D such that 
A(g;D) is an algebra. Then Q is a perfect set. In 
particular, if Q, is countable and closed, then Q, is the 
empty set.
Proof. Suppose Zq is in Q, and that Zq is not a limit 
point of Q. Then there exists a circular neighborhood D
20
of Zq that contains no other points of Q,. We shall show
that A(g;D) is an algebra. For this purpose, it suffices
was remarked in the introduction to this paper. By Theorem
T contained in D.
Let T be a triangle contained in D, such that Zq is 
not in T nor in the inside of T. Let T' be the union of 
T and the inside of T. Then T' is a compact subset of D. 
For each z in T', there is a number r > 0 such that if 
D(z,r) is a circular neighborhood of z with radius r, then 
A(g;D(z,r)) is an algebra. Moreover, A(g;D(z;^)) is also 
an algebra. Since T' is compact, there exists a finite
number of points, zi»**’»zn anc* corresponding positive
rl rnnumbers ri»***irn such that {D( zn ,“*r) , * * ’ ) covers
rl rnT'. Let Tq be the smallest of the numbers -*5-,*’* .
It is clear that for any z in T1, the set D ( z , T q ) is
contained in D(z^,r^) for some i = l,2 ,***,n, and that
A(g;D(z,rQ)) is an algebra.
We now join the midpoints of the sides of T, and
successively the midpoints of the sides of the resulting
p
triangles until we have a network of triangles {T.} ,
J J-l
each contained in a circular neighborhood of radius less 
than Tq , and such that
to show that f is in A(g;D) whenever f is in A(g;D), as
2.2, we need only show that
T
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But the right side of this equation is zero, and so
/  f2dg = 0.
T
Now consider the case for which T is a triangle and Zq
is in T. We can assume without loss of generality that Zq 
is a vertex of T, for otherwise we could split T into two 
triangles and Tg having Zq as a vertex, as shown in 
Figure 3» and then f f2dg = f f2dg + f f2dg.Jfp Jr£ Jiji
Figure 3
Let e > 0 be given. We split T into a triangle Tq with 
Zq as a vertex and a polygon P as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4
Now j  f^dg = 0 since P can be split into two triangles
for which the case already proved applies. Hence I f2dg
T
j  f^dg. But we can choose Tq small enough so that |Tq| ,




[ f 2 dg 3 f  f2dg i l|f||2V(g;T0) < Ilf||2 -K|TJ <
J t
Therefore /,■f dg = 0 .\
The only case that remains is that for which Zq is in 
the inside of T. But we can reduce this to the previous 
case by splitting T into three triangles connecting the 
vertices of T and Zq .
Thus we have proved the part of the theorem which 
says that ^ is perfect. Now if ^ is countable and closed 
we get that Q is empty, since it is known that no nonempty 
closed, countable, perfect set exists in the plane 
(cf,[4;88]).
Definition 2.1. Let F be defined in a neighborhood 
of Zq . We shall say that f(zq ) is the g-derivative of F
at zn , and write f(zn) = D^FCz^), if for any e > 0 there
then
,0 ^ . q / -
is a i > 0 such that if |z - Zq| < ^
|F(z) - F (Zq) - f(z0)[g(z) - g(zQ)]| < e |z - Zq|.
Theorem 2.4. A function f in C(E) is in A(g;D) if, 
and only if, there exists a function F that is continuous
on D, such that for each Zq in D,
23
f(*0 > =
Proof. Suppose that f is in A(g;D). For each z in
r zD, let F(z) = / fdg, the integration being taken over the
fdg = 0 for each triangle
= f fdg, the inte-
zO
gration in this case being taken over the straight line 
segment Zq Z. Let Zq be fixed, and let N be a circular 
neighborhood of Zq such that ^ is contained in D. There 
exists a positive number K such that |g(z) - gCz^)! <.
Klz - Zq | for z in IT.
Let e > 0 be given. Then for z in IT, we get that 
jF(z) - F( Zq ) - f(z0)[g(z) - g(zQ)]| =
1 sup { |f(t) - f(zn)| } • K • |z - zn| . 
t e Zqz u Ul
Since f is continuous, there is a ) 0 such that if
|z - z0 j < then su£ { |f(t) - f(zQ)|} < | .
t e Zq Z
Let <5 Le the smaller of the numbers  ̂̂  and the radius
of N. If Jz - Zq | < , then
|f(z) - f(zq) - f(z0)[g(z) - g(z0)3| < e |z - Z q |,
which shows that f(zQ) * D^F(z q), and also that F is
continuous at Zq .
Conversely, suppose that such an F exists. We shall
show that / fdg = 0 for each triangle T contained in D,
'T
and it will follow from Theorem 2.2 that f is in A(g;D).
We can also reduce the problem to that of showing for 
each line segment z^z^ in D, that
\J [f - f(z)]dg
istraight line segment 5z. Since /
JT




fdg = F(z2) - F(zx) ,
for certainly this implies that / fdg = 0 for each
T
triangle T in D.
n
Let e > 0 be given. There exists a partition (s. }
K k=0
  m
of z,z0, with s~ = z, and = z0 such that if (t.)J_ d. U -L II ci J j =Q
n





1 + |z2 - zj ‘
For each z in z,z~ there is a % > 0  such that ifI d  z
|z - z'| < then
|F(z) - F(z') - f(z0)[g(z) - g(zQ)]| < 1"j~' |zp~z~l *
The open intervals {z' : |z - z'| < for z in z^zn ,
cover z^z2 * and since z^z2 is compact, we can select a
finite subcover which will include the intervals centered
n
about the points is.) . We now reduce the sizes of the
* k=0
numbers ^ z, if necessary, so that the covering intervals
form a chain across z^z2 . Let us select one point from the
overlap of successive intervals. These points, together
with the centers of the covering intervals, form a
m
refinement {t -) of (sv) such that for j = 1,2,** * ,n»,








fdg - [F(z2 ) - FCz^)]
m
d-i
c.________   o







*d " V i = e .
The theorem now follows.
Theorem 2.5. Let F be a function that is analytic 
on U, and such that F''(0) ^ 0. Then A(g;D) is an 
algebra if, and only if, for each f in A(g;D) having 
norm less than one, F(f) is in A(g;D).
Proof. The proof of this theorem depends on the 
following rotational completeness theorem for analytic 
functions. The proof is not given here, but may be 
found in [1]. The theorem is this: If b and F are 
analytic on U, and if F^n^(0) « 0 implies that h^n^(0) = 
O, n = 0,1,2,***, then h can be uniformly approximated 
on compact subsets of U by finite linear combinations of 
the functions {F : |a| = l}, where F (z) = F(az).Ql »
Certainly if A(g;D) is an algebra, and f is in
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A(g,D) with norm less than one, then each such function 
F(f) is also in A(g;D). On the other hand, suppose f 
is in A(g;D). We sbov; that f^ is in A(g;D), and A(g;D) 
will then "be an algebra. We can assume without loss of
generality that if« < 1; for if not, then we work with
f 2-jjyjj— , which has norm less than one, and f is in
f 2A(g;D) if, and only if, "+ is in A(g;D).
Since af has norm less than one for |a| =1, the
hypothesis of this theorem gives that ?a (f) is in A(g;D)
for each a with |a| = 1. Let h(z) = ẑ . Since h^n^(0) =
0 except when n = 2, the rotational completeness theorem
gives us that h can be uniformly approximated on compact
subsets of U by finite linear combinations of {Fq : |a| = l}.
Since f(I5) is a compact subset of U , it follows that f
can be uniformly approximated by finite linear combinations
of {F (f) : |a| = l}. But these linear combinations are
2in A(g;D), and hence f is in A(g;D).
We remark that this theorem tells us, for instance,
that A(g;D) will be an algebra if for each f in A(g;D),
the function e is also in A(g;D).
The proof of the following theorem is based on the 
technique used by E. Goursat to prove the Cauchy integral 
theorem.
Theorem 2.6. Let D be a circular neighborhood such
that 5 is contained in U. Suppose f is in A(g;D). Then
/ zfdg, where z is in 15
a
and a is an arbitrary point in D, is in A(gjD).
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Proof. By Theorem 2.2, P will he in A(g;D) if for any
triangle T contained in D, f Fdg = 0. By Theorem 2.1,J T
there is a K > 0 such that for z and z' in D,
|g( z) - g( z' )| <. K | z - z'| .
Let Tq he an arbitrary triangle contained in D.
By joining the midpoints of the sides of Tq , we obtain
four congruent triangles T ^ , T^, Tlj’ anĉ  ^14 suc*1
I Fdg + I Fdg + I Fdg + I Fdg = I 
J T „  J T,„ J T., JTthat
Fdg.
11 '^12 '*13 '*14 O
For one of these triangles, which we now denote hy T^,
Applying the same procedure toL  Fdg 
n a /t Fdgr 0
to T.̂ as we applied to Tq , and inductively for each
positive integer n, we obtain a sequence of nested
triangles (T }00 with the following properties: 
n n=0
i) |Tn| _< -^|T0| , where JT̂ J is the perimeter of T^
ii) d(T ) < -—  d(Tn), where d(T.) is the length of n ■" 2*̂ ^ l
the diameter of T^.
and iii) / Fdg ) i  [ FdgJrp Jrp
We get from the compactness of 15 that there is a point Zq 
that is in the inside of each Tq , n = 1,2,3»**** Moreover, 
as was shown in Theorem 2.4, the function F has
g-derivative f. Thus for e > 0, there is a  ̂) 0
such that if |z - Zq| < % and z is in D, then
|F(z) - F(Zq ) - f(Zq )[g(z) - S(z0)3| < e|z - Zq |.
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2Since A(g;D) contains the functions l,g,g >***» then
I Fdg = I 
J t /j{F - F(zQ) - f(zQ)[g - g( 2q) ] }dg.n n
Thus
^ X H  1 X FdS ’ XtF 'P(zo) ‘^0 ' '"_n 1 ' n
i e • sup { |t - zQ| } • V(g;Tn)
t e T n
< e d(Tn) • K|Tn i < JL Kd(I0). |Tq|,
for n large enough so that Tq is contained in the £ - 
neighborhood of Zq . When this happens, we get
I Fdg \ \
< 6 • K • d(lQ) • |T0|
from which we get the desired conclusion.
Definition 2.2. We shall denote by L(g;D), the
collection of all functions f in A(g;D) which satisfy a
uniform Lipschitz condition on each compact subset of D.
We note that L(g;D) always contains the linear space
2spanning the functions l,g,g »***. If D = U, we shall 
write L(g) instead of L(g;D).
Theorem 2.7. If f is in A(g;D) and h is in L(g;D), 
then fh is in A(g;D).
Proof. We use the same technique as was used in 
the preceding theorem. Accordingly, for any triangle 
Tq contained in D, there will exists a nested sequence
r a 03of triangle (T } such that
n n=0
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lTnl i ^ l Tol 
ii) d(Tn) < i  d(T0)
and iii) /Tnrhi 2 ? ivhds
QOLet Zr, be in the inside of each of the triangles {T_}
0 n n=0*
Since f and h are in A(g;D), then 
fhdg =
X i
I , [f - f(Zq )][h - h(z0)3de .
Since h and g are in L(g;D) and the triangles {T ) Oo
n=0
are all contained in a compact subset of D, then there 
is a constant K ) 0 such that Jg(z) - g(zQ)| _< K|z - Zq | 
and |h(z) - h(z0)| <. K|z - Zq | .
Let e ) 0 be given. There is a & ) 0 such that if 
- Zq| < <S , then
f(z) - f ( Zq ) | £ e .
Let n be large enough so that is contained in the 
£ -neighborhood of Zq .
Then
1_
>,n f fdg 1
JTA0 L
[f - f(zn)][h - h(zn)]dg
£ e * K • sup { It - zJ ) • V(g;T )
t e T un
£ e • K • d(Tn) • K. • |Tj £ e * K2 \  d(TQ) | TQ 
Hence for this n,
50
and the theorem follows.
We remark that we have at the same time shown that 
L(g;D) is an algebra. In the case of A(z), which consists 
of the functions that are continuous on TT and analytic on 
U, we see that L(g) is actually the same as A(g). In 
the case where g(z) = x, where x is the real part of z, 
we recall that A(g) can be identified with C([-l,+l]).
In this case L(g) is not all of A(g), for there are 
certainly continuous functions on [-1,+1] that are far 
from being Lipschitzian. However, L(g) in this case does 
contain all polynomials in x, and these are dense in 
C[-l,+l]. Thus L( g) is itself dense in A(g). This 
might lead one to suspect that L(g;D) is always dense in 
A(g;D). The following example shows that this does not 
necessarily happen.
Example 2.1. Let h(z) = — —  , for z in tT, and
VI z|
2 zlet g(z) = h (z) = -j~j . It is easy to see that h is
a homeomorphism of tT onto tT. However, it is not true
that h is in L(g), since the restriction of h to any
real interval containing the origin fails to satisfy a
Lipschitz condition. But h is in A(g), since g = h .
Moreover, each hn , n=2,3»***, is Lipschitzian. This is
10, i02
proved as follows. Let z^ = r^e and let z^ = Pg®









we can assume that z2 lies on the positive X-axis. Then 





1 I I 2 2






i «*•! e 1 - 1 + 2 rl ' r2
n l z l ~ r l + 2 rl “ r2
i n(|z1 - rx| + \r1 - r2| ) < 2n(|Z;L - r2|.
Thus |hn(z^) - hn(z2)j _< 2njz^ - z2| for n * 2,3,**'.
We now show that A(g) is precisely the algebra
of functions (H(h) : H is in A(z)}, Since g is of
bounded variation on each curve C contained in U, then
f hndg • f hndh^ exists, and must be zero. Thus 
JC JG
each such function H(h) is in A(g). Now consider an 
arbitrary f in A(g). Let w » h(z) ■ i k  Then z =
h-1(w ) = w |w| , since ” —  = w , and moreover h-1(w )
>/||w|w|
satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition on U. Let D be a 
circular neighborhood contained in U, such that the origin 
is not in D. Then h is Lipschitzian on 2, and by 
Theorem 1.3, there is a function that is analytic on
32
h(D) and continuous on h(D) such that for z in D, f(z) =
Hp(h(z)). From this we get that there is a function H in
A(z) such that f(z) = H(h(z)) for z in tT, and hence A(g)
is as described above.
Now consider an arbitrary function f in A(g) of the
form f(z) = ^  aph^(z). Since f(z) can be written
P=2
in the form
2 2Pf(z) = [aQ + a2h ( z) + a^h ( z) + ••• + a2ph (z) + •••]
+ h^(z)[a^ + a^h2(z) + a^h^( z) + * * * + a2F+ ph2P_2( z) ♦ * * *]
2= [aQ + a2g(z) + a^g (z) + •••]
7 2+ h (z)[a^ + a^g(z) + a^g (z) + • ■ •]
2 5and each of the functions a^ + a2g + a^g +•**, h , and 
x 2a + a^g + a,-,g + * * * , is in L(g) , then it follows that f is 
in L(g).
We are now ready to complete the argument that L(g)
is not dense in A(g). Indeed, suppose {11(h)}*0 is a
n n=l
sequence of functions in L(g) that approaches h uniformly
on each being analytic on U and continuous on tT.
Then lim = H, where H(z) = z. We can assume that
n — => oo
H^(O) = 0 for n = 1,2,5»***» since no subsequence of
{H }00 with each function having zero first derivative 
n n=l
at the origin can converge to the function H.
Now each H (h) can be written in the form H (h) *n n
H^(0)h + H^(h) where is in L(g) by the argument given
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above. Since K, - a) is in L(g) and H^(0) ^ 0, then h is 
in L(g) , whicj. is a contradiction.
Thus h is not in the uniform closure of L(g).
CHAPT3R III
We begin this chapter with the removal of one of the 
restrictions imposed in Chapter I ; namely that if g is
as g should be of bounded variation on simple closed 
rectifiable curves contained in their respective domains. 
We shall employ altogether different techniques from thos 
used in Chapter I.
Before proceeding further, we state some definitions 
and results from the general theory of functions of a 
complex variable. Discussions of these definitions and 
results may be found in C5;42-573 or [11;271-2893.
Definition 5.1. Let denote the collection of all 
functions f that are analytic on U, and such that
Definition 3.2. A function f that is analytic on U 
will be said to be beschrankartige if f is the quotient 
of two bounded analytic functions on U.
function is beschrankartige. The second result is a 
uniqueness theorem for beschrankartige functions. It 
says that if f^ and f  ̂ are beschrankartige and have 
radial limits that agree on a set of positive Lebesque 
measure, then f^ and are the -ai&e throughout U.
one-to-one in a circular neighborhood D, then g as well
< oc
The first result that we state is that any H1
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The third theorem concerns functions on the unit
circle. If f is of hounded variation on the unit circle, 
f2n . ■
aid if I e df(t) = 0 for n = 1 , 2 , 3 , * * then f is 
3 0
absolutely continuous.
The fourth theorem will he called the theorem.
It says this: if f is a function on the unit circle/2ti * 2tl • .IfCt̂ | dt < oo , and if J f(t)e dt = 0 0 3 0
for n = 1,2,3,***, then the func.ion P on U jivsn by
OC p ̂
F(z) = ^  akz^ ’ v;̂ ere ak = 2k f f (t)e-^ktdt, k = 
k=0 0
0,1,2,***, is an Ĥ " function. I-orcov ,r,
i) lim F(relt) = f(t) almost everywhere with respect 
r-> 1
to Lebesque measure (or simple s.e.),
and ii) lim f |F(reit) — f(t)|dt = 0 
r 1 J 0
Theorem 3.1. Supt ose D is a circular neighborhood, 
such that D is contained in U, and such that g is one-to- 
one on U. Let f be any function in A(g;D), and C be any 
curve contained in P. Then for any Zq in the inside of 
C , we have
f(z) * 2 i T  J  t~- f(z0) ds •
Proof. For any Zq in D - C, we have
[ dK(s) _ f 
I g(s; - g(znj I 
J C u
dw
w - wn » 
s(C) 0
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where w = g(s) and Wq = sCzq). Since g is a homeomorphism 
on U, the Brouwer theorem (cf.[6;95>3 gives us that g(zQ) 
is in the inside of g(C) if, and only if, zQ is in the 
inside of C. Therefore J ̂t~s J = or 0,
depending on whether or not Zq is in the inside of C.
Let C' denote the union of C and the inside of C.
For Zq in I - C‘, we get by the polynomial approximation
theorem of Walsh (cf.[10;430], that there exists a
sequence of polynomials in g, {P-Cg)}00 , that converges
n n*l
uniformly to t on C' . By Theorem 2.7, fg11 is ing _ ĝ  Zq J
A(g;D) for n = 1,2,3,**'. Therefore
jTfPn(g)ag = 0 and hence ji- jf g /
As in the proof of the classical Cauchy integral 
formula, we can conclude for Zq in the inside of C, that
1 f ' f(z0) dg(s) =
2ST Jc gcs;-g(z0 ;
f(s) - f(z0)
gCSl - gC Z q ) d6(s)»
0
for any circle Cq centered at z and contained in the 
inside of C.
f(s)-f(zn) .
Let 6(s) r sCs3 - e(z0l ’ and let (Gn)n_1 be a
nested sequence of circles centered at Zq , contained in 
the inside of C, and having radii tending to zero. For
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any positive integers m and n,
f 6(s)gm(s)dg(s) = Sm(z0) | 0(s)dg(s).
J°n \
Let C ‘ denote the union of C and the inside of C . n n n
Let hn he a one-to-one mapping from g(C^) onto tT that 
is analytic on the interior of g(C^) . We can get such a 
mapping by first applying the Riemann mapping theorem to 
the interior of g(C^) and U, and extending this mapping 
in a one-to-one manner to the closures g(C^) and U 
(cf.[2;96]. We can, moreover, choose hn so that kn(s(2o ^  
O and h^CgCz0)) ) 0. Since kn(g) can t>e uniformly 
approximated by polynomials in g on (cf. [10;4-30]) ,
it follows that
!5T / 0(s)fcr (g(s))dg(s) = 0 for p = 1,2,3,*2ix
'Cn
PLet w = g(t). The functions 0 and hn (g) are continuous
on C , and h is one-to-one on g(C ). Therefore n n n
(w) = 0 for p * 1,2,3,
AA AA
' |W |
How the restriction of h”  ̂ to the unit circle is ofn
bounded variation since its image, g(Cn), is rectifiable,
Since h“  ̂ is analytic on D, we get that the restriction
on h-'*' to tne unit circle satisfies the condition n
/ Tleintdh 1(eit) = O, n = 1,2,3,***. Therefore, this 0 n
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restriction is absoultely continuous, and hence for 
P = 1,2,5 , ••• ,
Bow let an(t) = e(g-1(h-1(eit)))(h-1(elt))-eit. By
H theorem, there is an H function, A , such that
i) lim An(re^^) = a^Ct) a,e. 
r — >1
and ii) lim ^  j  jA^Cre^^) - an(t)| dt = 0.




[A^Cre1*) - an(t)]dt = 0, or that
,2ti ,2n
/if, ZZ An(relt)dt . £  an
■ 1 ' o J 0
(t)dt
I
e(s)dg(s) = I 6(s)dg(s).In
Thus A (0) = n L 0(s)dg(s), n = 1,2,5,
On the other hand, (i) says that lim A (re^
r — > 1 n
[fCg^h^Ce1*))) - f(zQ)]
h"1(eit) - s(tQ)








2 & J  f(6-1(h;1(e“ ) ) ) d e ^  .
0
5̂  j  f(B_1(h-1(w)))dwp =
Iwi = 1
5HTp f  fCs)dhp(g(s)) - 0. 
n
Since f (g~^(h”^(w))) - f(zQ) is continuous, the
■I -j * |
theorem applies and gives us that f(g~ (h~ (e1 ))) - ^Czq) 
is the almost everywhere radial limit of an function, 
say F^. Thus lim A^Cre1 )̂ =
lt 0il1(elt)]’ it
lim F (re ) — * ri---------  a.e.
r - , 1  n - s U 0 )
We now show that
z TT?  ̂( 2 )(5.1) lim -j l  -n---^
H "A( z )  -  V ( o )
— n rr---------- a.e.. and that — ^
V ( e Xt) - g(zQ) h^(z) - hn(0)
is beschrankartige. We have
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^ / ’2*eiPt[h;1C.lt)J'.itat - f .lpt< ( e 14) 
■* o ^ o
1 ■ -|- 4 +. b, if p ) 0
h~ (e )e ^ dt = , where
o k v  if q = "p
,2n




lim L2 pbp r P e ^  = [h”1(eit)] ' ept, ana that
r ' * p=0




But 2  pbp rPelPt * z bPzP) * Z 3a bn1(2)’ andp=0 p=0
z tt- h^Cz)
so equation (3»1) holds. That— ------------ is
h ; x ( z )  -  hn co)
beschrankartige, follows from the fact that it is the 
quotient of two beschartartige functions.
We now finish the proof of the theorem. It follows
4 *  z A  h ^ C z )that lim F«(re ) * — y- ==----*---- = a (t) a.e.
-  ... _n
 , ----------—------- . --------  = a  V
h~(z) - h~ (0) n
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z AMoreover, F (z) * — — --- i  is beschrankartige,
h^Cz) - h ^ O )
being the product of two such functions, and has the same 
almost everywhere radial limit as does the beschrankartige 
function An(z). It follows from the uniqueness theorem 
for beschrankartige functions that for z in U ,
An(z) = Fn(z) — j ■=r
hn (z) ~ hn <°>
d 1 lhn1(z) " 1
We note that Aq (0) = F (0) since
1
fh^Cz) - ^ ( 0 ) 1  - 1 = 1.
Therefore, |An(0)| = |̂ n(0)| = f2nlim I F (re^
—  1 * * J 0
’) dt
(e1*))) - f(z0)]dt
The last equality holds since Fn is an H function.
Let e > 0 be given. For n sufficiently large, the 
integrand in the last expression is less than e in 
absolute value, and consequently,
|An(0)| < e .
This gives
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I 0(s)dg(s) — 1 0(s)dg(s) = |AnC°)| < e »
*C K  ,
Ifrom which we conclude that I 0(s)dg(s)rC
is the same as
= 0. But, this
f(zQ) = T-?sr- Jc 6 C g ; " s u 0) jc gCs) - 6 ^ 0
Corollary 3*1* If f» g» ant̂  & are as i-n Theorem 3*1 
then we can represent f as a power series in g - s(zq),
OO
f(z) = 2  ants(z) - 6(z0)]n ,
n=0
for z in some neighborhood of Zq.
Proof. Let Cq be a circle contained in D with Zq 
as its center. Theorem 3*1 says that for z in the inside
of CQ ,
f(z) * sir /  i ts r^ s r r r  dB<s)
Jr.
Lsir jc [g(s) - sCz0n  - rsu) - ~ s ^ j dg(s)-
Let be a circle centered at Zq , with smaller 
radius than that of Cq , such that for z in Cĵ , the union 
of and the inside of C^, then
|g(z0) - g(z)| < inf |g(s) - g(z0)| .
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Then for z in and s in C,
00
1 g(z) - g(zQ) g(s; - gtz0>
o -1 H g(s) - ̂ o 1 g(s) - g(a0)
converges uniformly to
k=0
Thus for z in
< 1, and
G'(z) - s(zQ)
1 “ g C s J  - s C z q )




f (s) gts) - gCznT
g(z) - g(z0)“ 
1 " g(sj - grz05
-1
dg(s)
h t  f  «■> U
-r CO
g(s) - g(zQ) I
k=0
g(z) - ecz0r
g(s) - gCZq )̂ dg(s)
Qo
Theorem 3.2. If g is one-to-one in a neighborhood of 
Zq that is contained in U, then there is a circular 
neighborhood D about Zq such that A(g;D) is an algebra.
Proof. Let D be any circular neighborhood centered 
at Zq , such that g is one-to-one on 15. Let f be an 
arbitrary function in A(g;D). We shall show that f is 
also in L(g;D), and then by Theorem 2.7, it will follow 
that A(g;D) is an algebra.
Let B be any compact subset of D. There exists a 
circle C contained in D such that B is contained in the' 
inside of C. By Theorem 3.1,
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f(z) - SET f sTif^iriT dB(s) for z ln B-
JG
For arbitrary ẑ  and z2 in B, f(z^) - f(z2) =
T f g(z2) " S^z1)
ir J f(s) [g(s) - srZl;j[s(s; - e u 2)J ds(s)’
SO |f^zl̂  " f(z2^
1 ^  IUH * IsCzĵ ) - g(z2)| .
sup [ |eCs) - g(z '| • ]g(s) - gCzOj]-1 * V(g;C). 
s e C  
fz^ ̂  B
Now sup [Ig(s) - g(z,)| * |g(s) - g(z?)| ]-1 <OP since the 
s e C
*̂1' ̂ 2 ̂  ̂
function G(s ,z1 ,z2 ) = C |g(s) - g(z1)| • |g(s) - g(z2)| ]-1 
is continuous on C x B x B. Thus there is a constant K, 
such that
|f(z1) - f(z2)| iK.1 |g(z1) - g(z2)| for z1 and z2 in B.
But g satisfies a Lipschitz condition on D, so there is 
a constant K. such that
| f ( z^) - f ( z2) | <. KjX | zi “ z2 f or Z1 6111(1 z2 in B »
and the theorem is proved.
We now turn our attention to a case in which g has 
some properties in common with functions that are analytic 
on U. We know that any analytic function f on U is locally 
one-to-one at each point z in U such that f’(z) £ 0, and 
that the zeros of f* form a discrete set in U. This will
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be the basis for the condition that we impose.
Theorem 5.5. If g is locally one-to-one except 
at a set <*, such that is discrete, then A(g) is
an algebra. Moreover, the restriction of each nonconstant 
function f in A(g) to U is a light open map.
Proof. For any point z in U - *<,» we can find a 
neighborhood of z on which g is one-to-one. By Theorem 
3.2, there is a circular neighborhood D about z such that 
A(g;D) is an algebra. Since contains no perfect
subset, we conclude from Theorem 2.3 that the same holds 
for z in U. From this it follows that A(g) is an algebra.
Let f be an arbitrary function in A(g). By 
Corollary 3.1, there is for each Zq in U - a neighbor­
hood of Zq , such that for z in this neighborhood, f(z) 
is given by the power series
00
f(z) = ^  a^sCz) - 6(z0)]k. 
k=0
It follows that in this neighborhood, f is either constant 
or is a light open map.
In the remainder of the proof, we assume that f is 
not a constant function.
We show now that the restriction of f to U-^ is not 
constant on any infinite set E, which together with a 
limit point e is contained in U - Q. Suppose this is not 
true. Then we use the result obtained above to conclude 
that there is a maximal open connected set W containing 
e, such that W is contained in U - Q, and f is constant
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on W. Since f is not the constant function, then W is a 
proper subset of U - Q. Let F(W) denote the boundary 
of I in U - Q (F(W) = W/0(U - $)). It follows that F(W) 
is not empty; for if F(W) is empty, then (U - O  - W =
(U - Q) - W and U - Q is the union of the two disjoint 
open sets (U - Q) - W and W. But U - ^ is connected, 
since U//̂ Q  is discrete. Let Zq be a point in F(W).
Each neighborhood of Zq contains points of W, so F is 
constant on some neighborhood H about Zq . Then N^^^W is 
an open set on which f is constant, and NV^W properly 
contains W. This contradicts the maximality of W.
We now get immediately that f is light on U, since 
for q in Q, f'^CfCq)) must be discrete in U - q. Therefore 
q is the only possible limit point of f~^(f(q)), and 
f_1(f(g)) is totally disconnected.
Next we see that the restriction of f to U - q 
is an open map. Let N be any open set in U - Q. Since 
f is not constant on any open set in U - q, there exists 
a neighborhood of each point in N such that f maps that 
neighborhood onto an open set. Hence f(N) is open.
Finally, we conclude that f takes any open set N in
U onto an open set. We use a theorem of Porcelli and
Connell (cf.[7;1773), which says that if W is an open
set, p is a point in W, f is open on I - (p), and f is
continuous on W, then f is open on W. We can write U as
a union of open sets {U } 00 , whose closures are contained
n n=l
in U. Each of the sets Un , n = 1,2,3,*’*, contains at
4-7
most a finite number of points of ^. The result quoted
above implies that f is open on each Un , and hence
f(N/''’"'̂ U ) is open, n = 1,2,5»***» but f(N) = 
do
f(N|^^U ), and so f(N) is open. 
n=l D
Theorem 3.4-. If g is of the form g(z) = G(h(z)) 
where h is a homeomorphism on U, and G is nonconstant and 
analytic at each point in h(U), then A(g) consists of all 
functions f of the form f(z) = F(h(z.)) where F is analytic 
at each point in h(U).
Proof. We note first that by the Brouwer invariance 
of domain theorem (cf.[6;953» the interior of h((T} is 
h(U). Moreover, if ^ denotes the set of points in h(U) 
at which g fails to be locally one-to-one, then ^ is 
discrete <,
Let Zq be an arbitrary point in U - Q,. There is a
circular neighborhood Dq about Zq in which g is one-to-
one. Hence G is one-to-one in the open set h(DQ). This
means that for z in Dq , h(z) = G~^(G(h(z))) = G-1(g(z)),
where G-  ̂is the inverse of G relative to g(DQ). We now
choose a smaller circular neighborhood D about Zq , such
that gCET is contained in g(LQ). Since G-1 is analytic
on g(DQ), it follows from Theorem 5.2 that the restriction
of h to 15 is in A(g;D). Since we can find a neighborhood
D as above for each point in U - it follows from
Theorem 2.5 that h is in A(g). By Theorem 5*5* A(g)
2is an algebra, and hence the functions l,h,h are in
A(g). By the polynomial approximation theorem of Walsh
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(cf.[10;430]), each function f of the form f(z) = F(h(z)), 
where F is analytic on h(U) and continuous on h(tT) , can 
he uniformly approximated on TT by polynomials in h. Thus 
it follows that each such function is in A(g).
Now let f be an arbitrary function in A(g), and 
let Zq be an arbitrary point in U - There is a circular
neighborhood D about Zq such that g is one-to-one on D.
The restriction of f to I is in A(g-,D), and by Theorem 5.2, 
is given by
f(z) = FD(g(z) ) , z in D, 
for some function F^ continuous on g(U) and analytic on 
g(D). But g(z) = G(h(z)), and so
f(z) = FD(G(h( z) ) ) , z in 15, 
and Fj-j(G) is analytic on D. It now follows that there 
is a function F analytic on h(U - O  such that f(z) =
F(h(z)) for z in U - Q. But F can be extended continuously 
to all of h(U) by the formula F(w) = f(h”^(w)) for w in 
h(TT) . It now follows that each point of i* is a removable 
singularity, and hence each f in A(g) is of the desired 
form.
In the preceding theorem, g was assumed to be 
composition of an analytic function and a homeomorphism. 
Thus g certainly had the property that it was locally 
one-to-one except at a set that was discrete in U. We 
remark that there are results in topological analysis 
that characterize functions that have this property, 
and we now mention some of these.
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From a theorem of Titus (cf. [9’,4-63 ) , we get that
if g is a light open map on U, then there exists a
homeomorphism h of U onto U, and a function G defined
and analytic on U, such that g(z) = G(h(z)) for z in U.
This result is based on a theorem due to Stoilow (cf.[8;12l3)
which says that for every light open mapping F on a 
2manifold M of dimension two into the complex plane, there
2exists a homeomorphism H of M onto a Riemann surface R, 
and an analytic function W of R into the complex plane, 
such that F = W(H).
From Theorem 3.3, we get that the restriction of g 
to U is a light open map, and hence has the representation 
g( z) = G(h(z)) for z in U, as described above. Vie can 
also conclude as in Theorem 3.4-, that the restriction cf 
each function f in A(g) to U has the representation
F(z) = F(h(z)), for z in U, 
where F is analytic on U. It may be, however, that h 
cannot be extended continuously to all of U, and so we 
cannot conclude that h is the restriction of a function 
in A(g). It is the case, however, tint if g has the 
additional property that the restriction of g to the unit 
circle is locally one-to-one, then h can be extended in a 
one-to-one manner to all of IT, and g can be extended 
continuously to all of IT (cf. [9’,4-6] . The result is that 
the algebra A(g) is then as in Theorem 3.4-.
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